Your Guide to this Year’s Alumni-Produced Gifts

Winter 2018

Oxford jacket from Zachary Prell menswear, founded by Zachary Prell ’05BUS. $198.
Small Axe Peppers

Community-garden hot sauce from Small Axe Peppers, cofounded by John Crotty ’96BUS. Three-pack, $29.99.
Sterling-silver friendship charm from A Little Peace jewelry, founded by Teresa Saputo-Crerend ’87CC, ’92BUS. $85 with chain, $42 without.
Candle from Otherland, cofounded by Abigail Cook Stone ’16BUS and Sayyid Markar ’16BUS. $36.
Knot Standard

**Silk tie** from Knot Standard, cofounded by John Ballay ’13BUS. $165.

Canopy Verde
Greenpoint backpack tote from Canopy Verde, founded by Linda Wong ’03BUS. $169.

Solo: A Modern Cookbook for a Party of One, by Anita Lo ’88CC. Hardcover, $28.95.
Mack Weldon

**Convertible backpack** from Mack Weldon, cofounded by Brian Berger ’03BUS. $148.
Silk pajama top from Alessandra Mackenzie, founded by Alessandra Baker ’18BUS. $275.
Japanese snacks from Bokksu, founded by Danny Taing '14SEAS. Classic subscription box, $39.
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